












































Dear Alumni, Colleagues, and Friends,
In this 2016 Honor Roll of Donors, it is my privilege to offer, on behalf of University of Maryland Francis 
King Carey School of Law (Maryland Carey Law), recognition and gratitude to our alumni, colleagues, and 
friends who have supported the law school during the past fiscal year (July 1, 2015 – June 30, 2016). 
Financial gifts allow for successes throughout the law school in our academic programs, community 
outreach, and in increasingly unique student experiences. You, and altruistic donors, foundations, and 
companies like you, contributed nearly $5 million in philanthropic giving this year. You are the catalyst for 
success of philanthropy at Maryland Carey Law. Whether you gave $25 or $25,000, combined together, 
your gifts went to work this year for: 
• Business Law students to learn first-hand about consumer bankruptcy cases (primarily Chapter 7 
cases) through a new Consumer Bankruptcy Legal Theory and Practice clinical experience. The clinic 
features both a traditional classroom component as well as experiential learning. “We developed this 
clinical experience because it serves several objectives that are important to the law school as an 
institution,” says Michelle Harner, professor and director of the Business Law Program. Students work 
with practitioners to represent low-income individual debtors in their federal bankruptcy cases before 
the U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the District of Maryland, as well as counsel low-income debtor clients 
and assist in their filings; 
• Recent graduates like Jennifer Mercer ’15 and Phillip Chalker ’14 who launched practices offering low-
cost legal services to clients as part of a new incubator program. The Law Entrepreneurs for Access 
Program (LEAP) incubator gives our alumni an opportunity to gain client experience, start a practice, 
and provide affordable legal services to the people of our state; and
• Thought-provoking symposia such as “The Law and Policy of Cybersecurity” hosted by the University 
of Maryland Center for Health and Homeland Security, expanding its educational outreach by co-
sponsoring with the law school. Aimed at legal and cyber professionals dealing with critical issues, 
challenges, and legal developments surrounding cybersecurity, the first-of-it’s-kind conference 




















Through the University of Maryland, Baltimore Foundation’s scholarship matching 
program, many of our alumni and friends provided additional endowed funds this 
year that lesson the financial burden on our students. And countless members of our 
law school community offered their time and talents to mentor others in the finest 
tradition of our profession. With your continued support, for which I am deeply grateful, 
deserving students will flourish as the next generation of leading lawyers. 
The Maryland Carey Law community takes great pride 
in the accomplishments and successes of our alumni 
and friends, our talented faculty, and our students. 
We stay connected throughout the year with our 
magazine, academic newsletters, and various alumni 
updates, all of which show our mission at work. We 
seek to engage alumni and donors in new ways that 
resonate with you and demonstrate that your gifts are 
well placed, making a difference in our students’ lives! 
I hope to see you often throughout the year.
Donald B. Tobin




David M. Abramson ’78
Spencer Adler
Megan M. Arthur ’86 &  
   Patrick Madden
Taunya Banks
Lewis J. Baker ’73
Ballard Spahr, LLP
Anirban Basu ’03
Irving L. Becker ’62 *
Peter Beilenson
Hope I. Berman
Richard O. Berndt ’67
Donna R. Blaustein ’71 &      
   Arnold S. Blaustein
Bloomberg BNA
Natalie Blum
David S. Bogen &  
   Patricia Y. Ciricillo
Joan G. Boros ’80
Darrell N. Braman ’88
Robert G. Brewer, Jr. ’76
Josef B. Brown ’59 &     
   Gloria Gottlieb Brown
David S. Cade ’85
Benjamin R. Cadwalader ’52
Paul S. Caiola ’95
Francis J. Carey, Jr. *
Robert J. Carson ’61
Charles Crane Family    
   Foundation, Inc.
Maryland Carey 
Law School Club
Members of the Maryland Carey Law School Club 
are philanthropic leaders committed to sustaining 
the law school’s ability to educate future leaders 
and shape law and policy. Donors who give 
$1,000 or more during the fiscal year become 
members of the Maryland Law School Club.
Danielle Citron
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I had my heart 
set on going to 
law school, but 
financially I 
knew it would be 
difficult, if not 
impossible. When 
I was given my 
admissions packet 
and saw that I 
was awarded a 
scholarship, so 
much anxiety was 
lifted from my 
shoulders.
I really hope that 
after I graduate, 
I will be able to 
contribute to the 
law school to help 
future students 
who are in a similar 
position as I was. 
This scholarship 
has given me 






France-Merrick    
   Foundation, Inc.
Andrew D. Freeman
Howard M. Friedel ’62
Friedenwald Memorial     
   Fund, Inc.
Karen Chaya Friedman ’97 & 
   Howard Friedman
Louis F. Friedman ’65 &      
   Phyllis C. Friedman ’77
Gallagher, Evelius &  
   Jones, LLP
Stanford G. Gann, Jr. ’55
Barry L. Garber &  
   Michele Lax
Herbert S. Garten ’51 &   
   Susan F. Garten
Patricia L. Gatling ’82 
Christopher G. Gellner ’74
Jonathan M. Genn ’82
Janet M. Gerber-Steinberg
Brian J. Gibbons ’87
Sandra P. Gohn ’79
William O. Goldstein ’54 *
Barbara S. Gontrum
Goodell DeVries
Mark A. Graber &  
   Julia Bess Frank
James E. Gray ’70
Erwin L. Greenberg &       
   Stephanie Cooper    
   Greenberg
Michael Greenberger
Thomas W. W. Haines ’67 & 
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Ruthellen Hammer ’53
James J. Hanks, Jr. ’67 &    
   Sabine Hanks
Marylee Hannan ’90
Joseph R. Hardiman ’62
Jennifer Harris Thomas ’88 & 
   Hugh R. Thomas ’88
Mark K. Harrison ’87 &   
   Stephanie R. Harrison ’88
Ellen M. Heller ’77 &  
   Shale D. Stiller
Richard Henderson
Barry J. Herman ’99
Lowell G. Herman ’77
Ann S. Hobbs ’91
Marian Hogan Nash ’92 & 
   Brian Nash
Marcella A. Holland ’83
Lawrence L. Hooper, Jr. ’78
Henry H. Hopkins ’68 & 
   Nancy Hopkins
Yitai Hu ’94
Institute of International 
   Relations
John B. Isbister ’77 &  
   Sandra S. Isbister
Matthew J. Jablow
Jack Kent Cooke 
   Foundation
Jackson Lewis, LLP
James S. Jacobs ’78 &  
   Hillary Jacobs
Eric Kahn
Elizabeth M. Kameen ’83
Robert J. Kim ’83
Frederick Singley Koontz ’73
David M. Kramer
Jonathan Kramer &  
   Laurie Kramer
Sam Kublanow &  
   Marcia Kublanow
Howard K. Kurman ’75 & 
   Roslyn Kurman
Richard J. Kypta ’83
Levin & Gann, P.A.
Harriet Z. Levy
Roberta Levy-Dodge
David M. Lynn ’95
Jo Margaret Mainor
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   Foundation, Inc.
Richard J. Marks ’93
Maryland Charity  
   Campaign 2014
Maryland Legal Services 
   Corporation
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David J. McManus, Jr. ’83
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Bruce S. Mendelsohn ’77 & 
   Debra L. Mendelsohn
Abel J. Merrill ’64
Thomas M. Messana ’90
Middendorf Foundation, Inc.
Miles & Stockbridge, P.C.
Charles O. Monk, II ’74
Paula A. Monopoli &  
   Marin R. Scordato
Elizabeth K. Moser
Jim Neary &  
   Rebecca Neary
Thomas E. Noel ’75
John D. North ’77
Ober | Kaler
Juan M. Ocasio-Colon ’02
Open Society Institute
Hamish S. Osborne ’86 * & 
   Christine C. Osborne
Jan C. Ozga &  
   Natalie Comens Ozga
Dean T. Pappas ’83
Robert V. Percival
Bernard G. Peter, Jr. ’69 & 
   Ellen C. Peter
William J. Pittler ’59 & 
   Helene K. Pittler
Joanne E. Pollak ’76 &  
   Mark Pollak
Gretchen Redden
E. Albert Reece &  
   Sharon Reece
Charles Reuland
William L. Reynolds, II & 
   Theodora H. Reynolds
Thomas C. Ries ’79 &  
   Leslie S. Ries ’80
Gilbert Rosenthal ’57 &  
   Lora A. Rosenthal
Adam Rosman
Karen H. Rothenberg & 
   Jeffrey Seltzer
Richard Rubin ’75
George L. Russell, Jr. ’54
Stuart M. Salsbury ’71 &  
   Suzanne B. Salsbury ’73
Edward L. Sanford ’78
Steven D. Sass ’89
Saul Ewing, LLP
Bryan K. Saxton ’09
William Schab, Jr. ’74
Sanford D. Schreiber ’72
Sigmund Shapiro &  
   Barbara K. Shapiro
Rita Silverman
John M. Sipple, Jr. ’73
Jo Carol Snyder ’98
Joseph Sedwick  
   Sollers, III ’82
Xochitl S. Strohbehn ’09
Charles M. Tatelbaum ’66 & 
   Kitty Tatelbaum
Adena W. Testa ’81 &  
   David Testa
The Campbell Foundation
The Malkin Fund
Hugh R. Thomas ’88 & 
   Jennifer Harris Thomas ’88




W. P. Carey Foundation
Daniel E. Wagner ’62
Marcus L. Wang ’08 & 
   Stephanie Cheung
Arnold M. Weiner ’57 & 
   Arleen Weiner
West Academic
Susan L. Whaley ’78
Whiteford, Taylor &  
   Preston, LLP
Alexander D. Wilson ’78 *
Thomas M. Wilson, II ’71
Roger D. Winston ’79 & 
   Karen Winston
William T. Wood ’66 &  
   Marie R. Wood
Jeffrey A. Wyand ’77 & 
   Roxanna Wolfe
* ~ Deceased
Dear Alumni and Friends,
Leadership comes in many forms. The University of Maryland Francis King Carey School of Law (Maryland 
Carey Law) is a leader in teaching, scholarship, and service because visionary people—alumni, students, 
faculty, staff, and friends—have dedicated themselves to making the law school the best it can be. I 
thank the many volunteer leaders—members of the Board of Visitors, Alumni Board, and especially those 
members of the Maryland Carey Law School (MCLSC) and Graduates of the Last Decade (GOLD) Clubs—
whose contributions of time and personal resources contributed to the overwhelming success of this 
fiscal year’s annual giving program.
The MCLSC and GOLD Club have had a visible impact on the students and programs at Maryland 
Carey Law. Your gifts are noteworthy! Your annual support is a direct investment in the success of our 
students, faculty, and staff—and a vital component in sustaining our journey to reach even higher levels 
of excellence for our future generation of legal scholars. The financial support of our most loyal alumni 
and friends enable the law school to further its mission to promote a more just society by educating 
outstanding lawyers, by advancing understanding of law and legal institutions, and by enhancing access 
to justice. As a donor, you have become stakeholders in the future of this law school through your 
involvement and personal investment. 
We continue to take the steps necessary to progress and grow. While we are pleased that we consistently 
retain a large majority of these distinguished donors, this year we indeed welcomed several new members 
into our fellowship. Our clubs boast not only alumni of the law school, but also faculty, staff, and friends 
who share our commitment to furthering the goals of the law school. 
As chair of the MCLSC, I sincerely thank you for your leadership, commitment, and dedication to 




















enhance MCLSC and GOLD Club are always welcome.
With Warmest Appreciation,
Charles “Chuck” M. Tatelbaum ’66
(954) 760-4902 or cmt@trippscott.com
Chair, Maryland Law School Club
Member, Legacy Council
Member, Board of Visitors




The Graduates of the Last Decade (GOLD) Club 
recognizes the generosity of Maryland Carey Law’s 
most recent graduates. Membership in the GOLD Club 
is tiered:
Alumni Classes 2005 - 2006   
$800 and above  
Alumni Classes 2007 - 2009   
$400 and above  
Alumni Classes 2010 - 2015   
$100 and above
The law school is extremely thankful for these donors 
who are philanthropic leaders paving the way for a 
bright future for Maryland Carey Law.
Nicholas T. Blendy ’08
Jonathan H. Bliley ’08
Max F. Brauer ’12
Jamar R. Brown ’11
Robin L. Burroughs ’13
Amy B. Caiazza ’11
Julia L. Cardozo ’11
Joey Tsu-Yi Chen ’10
Ian M. Clark ’14
Kyle Cook ’15
Myesha R. Craddock ’10
Claudia R. Cubas ’08
Wesley A. Demory ’11
Laura L. Dunn ’14
Saul A. Ehrenpreis ’11 &  
   Serra J. Schlanger ’11
Angela N. Hanks ’10
Brian D. Hill ’12
Jessica A. Hurtado ’10
Katrin Hussmann Schroll ’09 
   & Matthew R. Schroll ’09
Brian D. Katzenberg ’11
Melissa Kim ’13
Marc A. Korman ’10
Jonathan M. Kucskar ’08 & 











Law helps support 
important academic 





National Trial Team 
members compete 
across the country 






Carey Law students 
graduate ready 







Kylyn C. Mead ’11
Ridgway N. Mills ’14 & 
   Kathryn Christensen  
   Mills ’02
Patrick H. Murray ’10
Douglas S. Parvis ’14
Justin A. Redd ’12
Michael S. Rubin ’10
Bryan K. Saxton ’09
Rajni K. Sekhri ’10
John T. Stinson, Jr. ’08
Pamela J. Stone ’11
Xochitl S. Strohbehn ’09
Thaila K. Sundaresan ’08
Marcus L. Wang ’08





Maryland Carey Law alumni are leaders of the 
legal community, in Maryland and beyond. In 
corporate and private practice, on the bench, 
and in public service, our alumni are shaping 
law and society. The talent of our alumni 
is immeasurable and their knowledge and 
experience in the field is extremely valuable 
to our students. Giving back to Maryland 
Carey Law doesn’t just refer to monetary 
contributions. It also speaks to our alumni 
and friends who give thousands of hours 
of time to further the school’s mission and 
leave a lasting impact on all of our students. 
Some of the efforts include coaching trial 
teams, guiding students through mock 
interviews, being panelists at student events, 
representing firms conducting on-campus 
interviews, and speaking as guest lecturers 
for classes. These are just a few of the many 
examples of how our alumni and friends give 
their time and talent to Maryland Carey Law.
Office of Admissions




Prabir Chakrabarty ’94 
Kevin Cruz ’14 
Ryan Dietrich ’04
Gabrielle Ellenberger
Wandaly Fernandez ’14 
The Hon. Robert A.  





Brandon K. Moore ’13 
Amy Petkovsek ’06
The Hon. George L.  
   Russell ’91
Bryan Saxton ’09
Susan Schipper ’15 
Michelle Siri ’02
Diane Wallace-Booker ’96
Lindsey White ’07 
Amy Wilson ’95
Business Law Program: 
Externship Supervisors
Vivian Chum, Consumer  
   Financial Protection  
   Bureau
Jacqueline Connor,  Federal 
   Trade Commission
Mark Cottrell, IRS
Adrienne Griffin, IRS
Chantal Kai-Lewis,  
   Governor’s Office of  




Allison Parker, University of 
   MD Office of Clinical Trials 
   and Corporate Contracts
Megan N. Schmid, U.S. Air  
   Force JAG Corps
Ron Shapiro ’78, Shapiro 
   Negotiations Institute
Thomas Kim, Consumer 
   Financial Protection  
   Bureau 
Duncan Walker, Office of the 
   U.S. Trade Representative




The Hon. Stuart R. Berger
Kiel Brennan-Marquez
The Hon. Audrey Carrion
The Hon. Thomas Catliota
Bryan Choi
The Hon. Kathleen  
   Gallogly Cox
The Hon. Timothy S. Driscoll
Steven Friedland 
The Hon. James L. Gale
Geoff Gamble ’08
The Hon. Robert A.  
   Gordon ’82




The Hon. Mary Miller 




The Hon. Wendelin I. Lipp
Peter Margulies
The Hon. Albert  
   Matricciani ’73
Jonathan Mayer
Rachel McGuckian
Donald F. Parsons, Jr.
Stephanie Pell
Charles Piven
The Hon. Steven I. Platt
The Hon. David Rice
Steve Richards
The Hon. Ronald Rubin 
Ira Rubinstein





The Hon. Sean D.  
   Wallace ’85
The Hon. Christopher  
   C. Wilkes
Scott Wilson
Benjamin Wittes
Business Law Program: 
Mentors
Adam Hiller ’97























Office: Panelists & 
Programs
The Hon. Lynnne A.  
   Battaglia (ret.) ’74
Ryan Cianci ’13
The Hon. Joann M.  
   Ellinghaus-Jones 
Adam Farra ’10
Maggie Grace ’11
The Hon. Leo E. Green, Jr.
Tiffany L. Harvey ’06
Julie A. Hopkins ’04
Jessica Hurtado ’10











Office: 2015 Career 
Exploration Fair
Joseph Akman
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Molissa Farber 
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Robert Maddox ’09









Joshua Rodman ’13 
Douglas Sampson ’15 
Matthew Schroll ’09
Janine Scott ’98
Rajni Sekhri ’10 














































Jayni Lanham ’08 





































Jonathan Van Hoven ’88
Career Development 


























Cate Hopkin ’06  
Tim Hurley ’06















Pat Phelan ’09 











Margaret Farquhar  
   Thomas ’11
Celia Van Lenten ’08
John Van Schaik
Paul Versace ’99
Elisabeth Walden ’07 
Ngai Zhang ’11
Career Development 






James Hanks, Jr ’67
Barry Herman ’99
Cheryl Hystad ’83 
Marshall Jackson, Jr. ’13
Robin Jacobs ’09
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Michelle Daugherty Siri ’02
Andrea Vaughn ’07 
Lynette Whitfield
Ninu Wu ’09












The Hon. Stephanie 
   Gallagher
The Hon. Susan  
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Carlos J. Santos  ’13  
Nick Scull ’10
Ben Smith ’15








Megan (Marzec) Morgan ’12
Terri Morse ’11
Jonathan  
   Nwagbaraocha ’05
Greg Simmons ’11
Alex Taggart ’13
Law & Health Care 
Program: Moot Court
Richard Bardos ’83
Law & Health Care 
Program: Health 
Law Regulatory and 
Compliance Competition

























result in stronger 
communities. I hope 
that my giving will 
help attract top 
students to our 
law school and 
guide them—both 
while in school 
and beyond—as 
they create positive 



























Law & Health Care 






William T. Mathias ’96
Christine Morse ’99 
Shivani (Sheena) Tomar  ’12











































   Weisbaum ’87
Hannah L. Levinson ’13













Celia Van Lenten ’08
Marcus Wang ’08
Michelle Wojcicki ’12
Office of Student Affairs
Charles D. Austin ’12 
The Hon. Mary Ellen  
   Barbera,’84
Doug Baralo ’08 
Nina Basu ’08 
The Hon. Lynne A.  
   Battaglia (ret.),’74 
Glenn Grossman, Esq., ’75 
Harry S. Johnson,’79 
Talley H-S Kovacs ’09 
Jon Kucskar, ’08
Amy L. Petkovsek ’06
Bryan K. Saxton ’09
Indira K. Sharma ’06
Cori M. Shepherd ’08
Elisabeth S. Walden ’07
Lindsey White ’07










Megan M. Arthur ’86
General Counsel, University of 
Maryland Medical System 
The Honorable Alison L. Asti  ’79
Associate Judge, Circuit Court for 
Anne Arundel County 
The Honorable Mary Ellen Barbera ’84
Chief Judge, Maryland Court of 
Appeals 
The Honorable Robert M. Bell
Former Chief Judge, Maryland Court 
of Appeals 
Paul S. Caiola ’95 
Partner, Gallagher Evelius &  
Jones, Baltimore
The Honorable Benjamin L. Cardin ’67
U.S. Senate 
The Hon. Howard Chasanow ’61 (Ret.)
Mediator, JAMS
Former Judge, Maryland Court of     
Appeals, 5th Appellate  
Judicial Circuit
Harriet E. Cooperman ’78
Partner, Saul Ewing 
The Honorable Elijah E. Cummings ’76
U.S. House of Representatives 
The Honorable Andre M. Davis ’78
Judge, U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
Fourth Circuit 
Miriam L. Fisher ’85
Latham & Watkins 
The Hon. Karen Friedman ’97
Associate Judge, Baltimore City 
Circuit Court, 8th Judicial Circuit 
John B. Frisch ’83
Chairman & Chief Executive Officer, 
Miles & Stockbridge, P.C.
Maryland Carey Law’s Board of Visitors and Alumni Board are not only leaders in their 
respective fields, they are also truly dedicated to the success of the School. They use 
their talents, abilities, and experiences to help further the School’s mission. Without their 
commitment to Maryland Carey Law, many of our programs and initiatives would be difficult to 
produce and sustain. Listed below are our members of the Board of Visitors and Alumni Board:
Patricia L. Gatling ’82 
Deputy Secretary for Civil Rights, 
State of New York
Sandra P. Gohn ’79 
Partner, DLA Piper LLP
The Honorable Paul Grimm
Judge, US District Court for the 
District of Maryland 
James J. Hanks, Jr. ’67
Partner, Venable LLP 
The Honorable Ellen M. Heller ’77
Circuit Administrative Judge (ret.), 
Baltimore City Circuit Court, 8th 
Judicial Circuit 
The Honorable Marcella A. Holland ’83
Circuit Administrative Judge (ret.), 
Baltimore City Circuit Court, 8th 
Judicial Circuit
Henry H. Hopkins ’68
Chief Legal Counsel (ret.), T. Rowe 
Price Associates, Inc. 
Alan D. Hornstein
Professor Emeritus of Law, University 
of Maryland School of Law 
Yitai Hu ’94
Partner, Alston & Bird, Silicon Valley 
John Isbister ’77
Partner, Tydings & Rosenberg LLP 
Robert J. Kim ’83
Principal, McNamee Hosea 
Howard K. Kurman ’75
Principal, Offit Kurman, Attorneys 
at Law
Lewis Leibowitz ’75
Partner, Hogan Lovells  
Ava E. Lias-Booker ’86
Partner, McGuireWoods LLP 
David M. Lynn ’95
Partner, Morrison Foerster 
Bruce S. Mendelsohn ’77
Partner, Akin, Gump, Strauss, Hauer 
& Feld LLP 
William “Hassan” Murphy, III





The Hon. Steven V. Adler ’07
President-Elect
Administrative Law Judge, Office of 
Administrative Hearings
Maria A. Apostolaros ’03
Senior Director, Medical & Scientific 
Affairs Compliance Policy, 
Implementation and Governance, 
MedImmune, LLC
Douglas J. Baralo ’08
Captain/Commander, Accreditation 
Manager, Maryland State Police, 
Accreditation Manager, Planning & 
Research Division
Nina Basu ’08
Principal, Basu Law Firm, LLC
Joseph L. Beavers ’03
Principal, Miles & Stockbridge P.C.
Nicholas Blendy ’08
Assistant Deputy Mayor, 
Government Relations and Labor, 
Office of Mayor Stephanie  
Rawlings-Blake
Richard Bloch ’72
Partner/Senior Attorney, Shiling, 
Bloch & Hirsch, P.A.
Shara Boonshaft ’02
Director of Development, University 
of Maryland Francis King Carey 
School of Law
Rob “Butch” Bracknell ’99
Legal Advisor, International Law, 
North Atlantic Treaty Organization, 
Supreme Allied Commander 
Transformation
Jamar R. Brown ’11
Associate, Rosenberg Martin 
Greenberg, LLP
Prabir Chakrabarty ’94
General Counsel, Mariner  
Finance, LLC
Joe “Joey” Tsu-Yi Chen ’10
Maryland Public Service Commission
Ranjit S. Dhindsa ’95
Partner, Hollingsworth LLP
Ryan R. Dietrich ’04
Criminal Appeals Division, Office of 
the Attorney General of Maryland
Van C. Durrer ’93
Partner, Skadden, Arps, Slate, 
Meagher & Flom LLP
Christina Jurkiewicz Grigorian ’96
Counsel, Katten Muchin  
Rosenman LLP
Angela Hanks ’10
Senior Policy Analyst, Workforce 
Development - Center for American 
Progress
Karen Federman Henry ’84
Division Chief (ret.), Division 
of Finance and Procurement, 
Office of the County Attorney for 
Montgomery County
Talley H. Kovacs ’09
Senior Associate, Pessin Katz  
Law, P.A.
Jonathan M. Kucskar ’08
President 
Senior Advisor, Maryland Public 
Service Commission
Jeffrey M. Lippman  ’93
Of Counsel, Dunlap, Bennett & 
Ludwig, PLLC
Nicole K. McConlogue ’10
Consumer Protection Project 
Manager, Pro Bono Resource Center 
of Maryland
David J. McManus, Jr. ’83
Owner, Baxter, Baker, Sidle, Conn & 
Jones, P.A.
Dean T. Pappas ’83
Vice President, Government 
Relations, Federal Legislative & 
Regulatory Affairs, Nationwide 
Insurance and Financial Services 
George F. Pappas ’75
Partner, Covington & Burling LLP 
William J. Pittler ’59
CEO, Friendly Finance Corporation 
Joanne E. Pollak ’76
Chair
Senior Vice President, General 
Counsel and Chief of Staff, Johns 
Hopkins Medicine 
Kimberly W. Ross ’93 
Chief of Staff/Chief Counsel, Rep. 
Joyce Beatty (D-OH) 
Stuart M. Salsbury ’71
Salsbury Sullivan Attorneys at Law
Edward Manno Shumsky ’73
Partner and Chief Administrative 
Officer, Rabin|Alexander, LLC 
Charles M. Tatelbaum ’66
Director, Tripp Scott 
Tamika Tremaglio ’95
Principal, Deloitte Financial  
Advisory Services 
Marcus L. Wang ’08
General Manager, ZytoGen LLC
Pg
14
Kathryn “Kate” Christensen Mills ’02
Immediate Past President 
Principal, Monument Policy Group
Linda Morris ’17
Vice President, Student Bar 
Association
Marguerite E. H. Morrison ’81
Team Leader, Corporate Governance 
Center of Excellence  
Axiom/GE Capital
Amy L. Petkovsek ’06
Director of Advocacy for Training 
and Pro Bono, Maryland Legal Aid 
David A. Roth ’85
   Partner, Greenbaum, Rowe, Smith & 
   Davis LLP
Bryan K. Saxton ’09
   The Chase Law Group 
Jeremy Scholtes ’08
Associate, Litigation Group, Miles & 
Stockbridge P.C.
Michelle Siri ’02
Executive Director, Women’s Law 
Center of Maryland, Inc
Jo Carol Snyder ’98
Consultant, Standard Management 
Company, RGP
Thaila K. Sundaresan ’08
Appellate Attorney, Federal 
Communications Commission
Bill Van Horne ’99
Chief Counsel, Senator  
Benjamin L. Cardin
C. Diane Wallace-Booker ’96
Executive Director, U.S. Dream 
Academy, Inc.
Lindsey White ’07
Trial Attorney, Equal Employment 
Opportunity Commission
Faculty & Staff 
Gifts given by Maryland Carey Law’s front-line ambassadors—its faculty and staff—are evidence 
that those closest to the school believe in its mission and are committed to its future. We give 
special thanks to our faculty and staff, whose support is very much appreciated.




Robert J. Condlin 











Barbara Sugarman Grochal 
Maxine Z. Grosshans
James J. Hanks, Jr. ’67
Kathleen Hoke ’92
Jessica A. Hurtado ’10
Sherri Keene
Jonathan M. Kucskar ’08
Paula A. Monopoli





William L. Reynolds, II
Karen H. Rothenberg















Maryland Carey Law is enormously fortunate 
to be the beneficiary of donations from 
corporations, foundations, and organizations. 
We would not be able to fund the numerous 
programs, activities, and scholarships at the 
law school without their support. We thank 
these organizations for their generosity in 
furthering the law school’s important mission.
Adrian & Vondy, P.L.C.
ALH Foundation, Inc.
American Public Health Association
B&R Properties, Inc.
Ballard Spahr, LLP
Brown, Goldstein & Levy, LLP
Center of Theological Inquiry
Charles Crane Family Foundation, Inc.
Charlesmead Foundation
Clayton Baker Trust
Comcast Financial Agency Corporation
Dalin Capital Management, LLC
DLA Piper, LLP
Dugan Babij & Tolley, LLC
Entwistle and Roberts
France-Merrick Foundation, Inc.
Fried & Beares Certified Public Accountants
Gallagher, Evelius & Jones, LLP
Gohn, Hankey and Stichel, LLP
Gordon Feinblatt, LLC
Hardwick & Harris, LLP
Institute of International Relations
Jackson Lewis, LLP
Joseph Klein Associates, LLC
Julie Ellen Landau, Attorney at Law
KPMG Foundation
Louis J. & Ruth G. Herr Foundation
Marjorie Cook Foundation, Inc.
Maryland Bar Foundation, Inc.
Maryland Legal Services Corporation
McGuire Woods, LLP
MedImmune, Inc.
Miles & Stockbridge, P.C.
Norflet Progress Fund
Open Society Institute
Pikesville Chamber of Commerce, Inc.
Polakoff, LLC
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
Sage Policy Group, Inc.
Salsbury Clements Bekman Marder & Adkins
The Campbell Foundation
The Guard Company, LLC
The Hardiman Family Foundation, Inc.





Tydings & Rosenberg, LLP
Venable, LLP
W. P. Carey Foundation
Whiteford, Taylor & Preston, LLP
Williams, Moore, Shockley, Harrison, LLP







has changed the 
course of my life…I 
had elected to 
enroll in another 
school and was 
prepared to join its 
ranks. With a single 
phone call, my 
dream of attending 
the University 
of Maryland was 
restored. I look 
forward to the 
day when I can pass 
on this gesture of 
kindness to the 







Maryland Carey Law is thankful for the 
continued support of alumni who have 
helped the school grow and develop into the 
renowned educational institution it strives 
to be. For that, the law school would like to 
thank all alumni, from our newest graduates to 
our long-standing alumni who have supported 
the law school over many years, for their 
contributions to Maryland Carey Law.
1945
Donors
Constance K. Putzel *
1948
Counselors
John W. Kraus *
Donors
The Hon. Charles W.    






The Hon. Perry G. Bowen, Jr.





















The Hon. Joseph D. Tydings
1954
Founders’ Society
William O. Goldstein *
Partners
The Hon. George L.  



















The Hon. Lawrence F.  













The Hon. Joel Ansell 
   Harmatz
Arthur L. Rocklin
Donors
John H. Ditto, Jr.
Lionel M. Shapiro












The Hon. James F.  
   Caldwell, Ret.
The Hon. Charles H.  
   Wheatley, III
1960
Counselors





The Hon. Julian I. Jacobs
The Hon. Thomas I.  
   McKnew, Jr.
Howard J. Needle
Sarah W. Pearre
Harry E. Silverwood, Jr.
Alva P. Weaver, III
1961
Founders’ Society
The Hon. Benjamin  









H. Alfred Tarrant, Jr.
Donors
The Hon. Hilary D. Caplan
Irvin N. Caplan
Robert G. Carr
The Hon. William M. Cave
1954 36.84%
1961 28.57%





















GOLD Club  
(Graduates of the  
Last Decade) 
2005 - 2006 who have 
donated $800+ ($66.67/ 
monthly giving program 
donation)
2007 - 2009 who have 
donated $400+ ($33.34/ 
monthly giving program 
donation)
2010 - 2015 who have donated 











The Hon. Paul M. Rosenberg
Louis J. Rosenthal
The Hon. Paul Smelkinson
1962
Barristers











The Hon. William M.  
   Nickerson
Ed H. Parkison
Joseph K. Pokempner









The Hon. Edward J.  
   Angeletti
Myles F. Friedman
Frederick S. Harris
The Hon. Raymond J.  
   Kane, Jr.
Anne K. Kramer
The Hon. Lawrence S. 















Cornelius P. Mundy, Jr.
Berryl A. Speert




























The Hon. John Carroll 












Thomas W. W. Haines
Partners
Richard O. Berndt
James J. Hanks, Jr.
Advocates
Russell J. Bennett
The Hon. Richard A. Cooper
Walter R. Stone
Donors




Robert Barker Harrison, III
William S. Kalis






The Hon. John F. Fader, II
Counselors
Michael A. Meredith
























Bernard G. Peter, Jr.
Advocates




John J. Ghingher, III
The Hon. Barbara Kerr Howe
The Hon. Warren J. Krug
Alan W. Margin













The Hon. David K. Rumsey
Donors
Herbert I. Dunn






















The Hon. G. Edward  
   Dwyer, Jr.
Allan J. Gibber
Brian A. Goldman









Joseph T. Moran, Jr.
Advocates

















John M. Sipple, Jr.
Counselors
Elizabeth S. Baker
Donald L. DeVries, Jr.
Henry E. Dugan, Jr.




The Hon. Albert J. 








The Hon. John Addison 
   Howard
David B. Irwin
David M. Kochanski
The Hon. M. Kenneth  
   Long, Jr.
Jerald B. Lurie







The Hon. William L.  






Charles O. Monk, II
William Schab, Jr.
Counselors








The Hon. Richard W.  











The Hon. Thomas E. Noel
Richard Rubin
Counselors





































S. Stansbury Brady, Jr.
William W. Burr, III
E. Trippe Callahan, Jr.
Barbara B. Clark
Thomas J. Davis






































Alfred E. Clasing, III
Beverly C. Falcon











Alexander D. Wilson *
Barristers
Harriet E. Cooperman
The Hon. Andre M. Davis
Dean’s Circle























Kenneth D. Nibali 









The Hon. Alison L. Asti
David S. Franke
William J. Kobokovich, Jr.
Advocates
Rhonda Pindell Charles








O. Ray Bourland, III
Lorna Tracy Brown
Joan Saloschin Bunning























GOLD Club  
(Graduates of the  
Last Decade) 
2005 - 2006 who have 
donated $800+ ($66.67/ 
monthly giving program 
donation)
2007 - 2009 who have 
donated $400+ ($33.34/ 
monthly giving program 
donation)
2010 - 2015 who have donated 













The Hon. C. Yvonne  

















































Marguerite E. H. Morrison





The Hon. Nathan Braverman









Patricia L. Gatling 
Partners
Jonathan M. Genn
Joseph Sedwick Sollers, III
Counselors




















Henry A. Smith, III














The Hon. Marcella A. Holland
Elizabeth M. Kameen
Richard J. Kypta
David J. McManus, Jr.
Advocates
Andrew H. Baida
The Hon. Kathleen  
   M. Dumais
The Hon. Michele Dane  
   Jaklitsch
Richard L. Jaklitsch
Susan F. Martielli











The Hon. Michele E.  
   Loewenthal

















David R. Durfee, Jr.
Donors




































The Hon. Sean D. Wallace
1986
Founders Society




























































The Hon. Bonnie S. Gullatt 
   Schneider
Donors
Karen London Elliott


























































GOLD Club  
(Graduates of the  
Last Decade) 
2005 - 2006 who have 
donated $800+ ($66.67/ 
monthly giving program 
donation)
2007 - 2009 who have 
donated $400+ ($33.34/ 
monthly giving program 
donation)
2010 - 2015 who have donated 






















































Martin H. Schreiber, II
Donors



























































Christina Jurkiewicz  
















Paul A. Fioravanti, Jr.
The Hon. Karen C. Friedman
Counselors
David M. Lewis
Robin J. Schoeps Lewis
Advocates
Jennifer Lundgren  
   Lewis-David
Donors
Josie Guia M. Bautista
Ronald Elliott Council, Jr.
John Frederick Favazza, Jr.
Erik Jordan Lichter
Judith Horowitz Richter













The Hon. Jerrold N.  














































GOLD Club  
(Graduates of the  
Last Decade) 
2005 - 2006 who have 
donated $800+ ($66.67/ 
monthly giving program 
donation)
2007 - 2009 who have 
donated $400+ ($33.34/ 
monthly giving program 
donation)
2010 - 2015 who have donated 

































































I give back with 
my time and money 
because I am very 
grateful for the 
excellent education 
I received at 
Maryland Carey 




for federal judges, 
working in private 
practice, and now 
as appellate counsel 
for a government 
agency—would not 



























































































































































































David G. Feiler Flores
Shannon Frede
Margaret Glover







































Reflecting & Giving Back
Recent graduates Saul A. Ehrenpreis ’11 and Serra J. 
Schlanger ’11 believe in the importance of giving back 
to Maryland Carey Law. Both credit the law school 
with not only bringing them together, but helping 
them embark on successful legal careers.
Interested in focusing on health law, Serra decided to 
attend Maryland Carey Law because she heard about 
the strength of the Law & Health Care Program. Saul, who had lived in the 
suburbs of South Florida nearly all of his life, decided it was time for a change. 
Maryland Carey Law’s highly ranked programs and proximity to metropolitan 
areas were influential factors for both Saul and Serra, making Baltimore the 
perfect place to attend law school. 
Saul and Serra met on their first day of 1L orientation in the atrium of the 
law school. Professor Michael Millemann had assigned a group project where 
Serra happened to be working with Saul’s roommate. Saul joined the group’s 
discussion while catching up with his roommate that afternoon, and he and 
Serra quickly hit it off. They went on their first date later that week and have 
been together ever since.
Today, Saul is associate general counsel at Merkle Inc. in Columbia, Md. As 
one of five members of the legal team, Saul has a hand in all aspects of 
corporate legal practice including negotiating and drafting contracts, equity 
management, and mergers and acquisitions. Serra is an associate at Hyman, 
Phelps & McNamara, P.C., a boutique law firm in Washington, D.C. focused 
on food and drug law. She assists clients with FDA regulatory strategy, 
compliance matters, and issues associated with state licensure, as well as 
federal and state health care fraud and abuse concerns. 
Since graduation, Saul and Serra have consistently donated to the law school. 
They have also been highly involved in the law school community, volunteering 
to help students in the Business Law and Law & Health Care Programs. Both 
are members of the Maryland Carey Law’s GOLD (Graduates Of the Last 
Decade) Club. This Club is tailored to recent alumni, granting them access to 
join the Maryland Carey Law School Club for a gift based on the number of 
years since graduation. 
As GOLD Club members, Saul and Serra believe that “it is important to give 
back and support the law school so that future Maryland Carey Law students 
have the same opportunities that we did.” In law school, they both appreciated 
the quality of the academic programs coupled with the wide variety of 
courses and opportunities that they were able to take advantage of due to 
the support of the law school community and its alumni. Their professors 
encouraged them to expand their horizons beyond the classroom and to gain 
as much practical experience as possible. Saul and Serra believe that alumni 
involvement “allows Maryland Carey Law to prepare students for their careers 
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in the legal field. By donating money and time to the law school, 
we are able to support and help build the future of the legal 
profession.” 
Both Saul and Serra still feel deeply connected to the law 
school. They often reminisce about the fun they had during 
the 1L softball tournament, three years of Barristers Balls, “and 
countless Friday nights with karaoke, wings, and friends from our 
sections at Camden Pub. We even look back fondly on the hours 
we spent leading our respective journals from our adjoining 
journal offices.” 
Friends
We extend our sincere appreciation 
to our many friends for their generous 
contributions to Maryland Carey Law. The 
entire law school community thanks them 




Stuart Adamson &  




















Arthur Buchman &  




Francis J. Carey, Jr. *
David Castor &  






Larry Cooper &  










David Dupree &  







Morton P. Fisher, Jr. &  
   Ann P. Fisher
Andrew D. Freeman
Earl P. Galleher, Jr.
Pamela Galowitz
Barry L. Garber &  






Robert L. Goodrich &  
   Karen A. Goodrich
Dawn Gough
Erwin L. Greenberg & 
   Stephanie Cooper 
















Chris Kennedy &  
   Bridget Kennedy
Ross Kimberly
Marcy Klein
Peter F. Korpacz &  
   Bernadette T. Korpacz
Derek Koy
David M. Kramer
Jonathan Kramer &  
   Laurie Kramer
Aaron Kublanow
Sam Kublanow &  





The Hon. Benson E. Legg &  




























Jim Neary &  




Sheldon I. Oster &  
   Rochelle Oster
Jan C. Ozga &  
   Natalie C. Ozga
Karen Parrusky
Kim Patton
Tom Perlmutter &  




Chris Reif &  
   Kelly Reif
Charles Reuland
Coleen Reyes
Frank Rimalovski &  
   Ilysse Rimalovski
Maurice Robinowitz &  






Michael G. Ryan &  






Alan Seider &  
   Lisa Seider
Marjorie Shapiro
Sigmund Shapiro &  











Andrew H. Smick &  
   Evelyn F. Smick
Daniel Smick &  
   Niki Smick
Abby Solomon
Paul Spindel &  
   Ann Spindel
Brian Stahl
Matching Gifts
Corporate matching gifts are a great way for Maryland Carey Law alumni and friends to 
maximize their personal donation to the law school and increase the impact of their gifts. 
Matching gifts double (or even triple) contributions made to the law school. We extend 
our appreciation to the following companies who have contributed gifts to match their 
employees’ contributions. 
Maureen A. Sullivan
Norman Sylvia &  












Bank of America Matching Gifts Program






Maryland Carey Law Loses 
a Dear Friend
Hamish Scott Osborne ’86, who passed 
away July 31, 2016, was a loyal supporter of 
Maryland Carey Law. In addition to chairing 
both the Law School Fund Board and the 
Maryland Law School Club, he served on 
the Board of Visitors and the Alumni Board. 
Osborne exemplified what it means to be a 
volunteer leader by helping the law school 
grow its alumni programs while empowering students to become the best 
lawyers they can be.
In addition to volunteering his time and talents, Osborne and his wife, Christy, 
established the Osborne Scholarship in 2005. The Osborne Scholarship has 
already benefited eight beneficiaries by providing full tuition and fees for 
an outstanding student, enrolled full-time, who is engaged in a professional 
career at the time of application to law school. This endowment encourages 
aspiring attorneys to come to Maryland Carey Law and have the same 
opportunities Osborne enjoyed while here. Moreover, the Osbornes have 
arranged for additional support to Maryland Carey Law through a planned gift, 
further cementing their legacy for generations to come.
“None of what I’ve been blessed to achieve would have been possible without 
the generosity of people willing to support the educational endeavors of 
students they don’t know. There is no way that I could have afforded to attend 
the School of Law without the generosity of Hamish and Christy Osborne,” 
said Bryan Saxton ’09, the inaugural Osborne Scholar.
“The Osborne scholarship has provided a tremendous 
legacy and his scholarship recipients are already 
making their mark on the profession and society,” 
says Dean Tobin. “We are truly lucky that one of his 
passions was the law school and that he chose to 
bestow his energy and love on the school and its 
students.”
Osborne was a known philanthropist. After a double 
lung transplant at the University of Maryland Medical 
Center in 2013, he and his wife established the 
Hamish S. and Christine C. Osborne Professorship 
in Advanced Pulmonary Care at the University of 
Maryland School of Medicine in order to support the 
needed research into pulmonary fibrosis that claims around 40,000 lives every 
year.
“His passion and love will live on in all of us and in the future generations that 














The Legacy Council recognizes generous, 
forward-thinking donors who have made 
provisions through their estate plans or other 
planned giving vehicles to support the law 
school. Planned giving allows our donors the 
opportunity to make a personal statement to 
help shape the future of Maryland Carey Law 
and ensures that they will be remembered for 
their impact for many generations. We are 
deeply grateful for the thoughtful generosity 
of the donors listed here:
Anonymous
June W. Auerbach
John H. Barrett *
Frederick E. Beachley *
Irving L. Becker *
Elsbeth Bothe *
T. Carroll Brown *
Dorothy L. Campbell *
Born on June 28, 1948 in Bucks County, England, 
Osborne received his B.A. from the University of 
Arizona, where he met his beloved wife Christy, in 
1970. Osborne had a successful career in the federal 
government prior to applying to Maryland Carey 
Law, where he would go on to earn his J.D. in 1986. 
He went on to practice law in Columbia, Md. until his 
retirement.
Osborne is survived by his wife of 47 years, Christy 
and their three children, Jennifer, Andrew, and 
Matthew ’03, and 12 grandchildren. He is also survived 
by his sister, Kristin Rohr.
This story includes information from Hamish Osborne’s obituary.
MARYLAND CAREY LAW
council
William M. Canby *
The Hon. Clayton C. Carter *
Francis J. Carey, Jr. *
A. Samuel Cook *
Gerald H. * &  
   Phyllis N. Cooper
Mark D. &  
   Judith * Coplin
Chrystal T. Edwards *
Robert Farkas *
Edgar L. &  
   Faith Schreiber Feingold
Adelle M. Foreman *
Stanford G. Gann, Sr.
William O. Goldstein *
Martha L. Ham *
Joseph R. Hardiman
The Hon. Joel A. Harmatz
Catherine S. Hecht *
Emma Ruth Hedeman *
Stanley Herr *
Alan D. &  
   Brenda Hornstein
Francis N. Iglehart, Jr. *
Mary Elizabeth Kurz
Victor H. Laws, Sr.
Vincent J. Leahy, Jr.




Philip E. Nuttle, Jr. *
Leonard A. Orman
Hamish S. * &  
   Christine Osborne
Glenn * &  









Stanley B. &  
   Deborah Rohd
Jean G. Rogers
Karen Rothenberg &  
   Jeffrey Seltzer
Charles & Mary  
   Katherine Scheeler *
Eugene H. Schreiber
Helen Seidman *
Mary W. Stanton *
Charles “Chuck” M. &  
   Kitty Tatelbaum
Michael P. & Lisa Burton  
   Van Alstine
Daniel E. Wagner
Alexander D. Wilson *











funding, I truly 
do not think it 
would be possible 







Gifts to endowed and named funds have 
a continuing impact on the life of the law 
school. Many endowments are named to 
provide a lasting remembrance for alumni 
and special friends. They are a way to 
combine a donor’s vision with the needs of 
the law school. They are invested to provide 
permanent annual support for scholarships, 
faculty and curriculum development. 
Typically, a portion of income generated by 
each endowment is spent every year, with 
any excess earnings reinvested to grow the 
endowment and compensate for inflation. 
Scholarship endowment provides financial 
assistance to deserving, academically gifted 
students. Faculty endowment supports 
named faculty chairs, distinguished 
professorships, and visiting lecturers. This list 
is not a full list of named funds, but those for 
which a gift was received between July 1, 2015 
and June 30, 2016.
Byron & Max L. Berman 
Student Fellowship Fund
Blair Berman &  
   Beth G. Diamond
Hope I. Berman
Donna R. Blaustein 
& Natalie R. de Maar 
Scholarship Endowment
Donna R. & Arnold Blaustein









John Brumbaugh  
Memorial Fund
David S. Bogen &  






W. P. Carey Fund for Law
W. P. Carey Foundation
W. P. Carey  
Endowment Fund
W. P. Carey Foundation
Benjamin Civiletti 
Scholarship
The Hon. Benjamin  




Paul Cordish Memorial 
Writing Fund
David S. Cordish
Charles Crane Family 
Foundation Center for 
Dispute Resolution’s 
Callaway Elementary 
School Pilot Partnership 
Project
Charles Crane Family  
   Foundation, Inc.
DLA Piper  
Scholarship Fund
DLA Piper
Robert E. L. Eaton and  
Sue T. Eaton Library 
Resource Fund
Robert E. L. Eaton, Jr.
John F. Fader, II Scholarship 
Endowment Fund




Alan B. Cohen &  




Barry L. Garber &  
   Michele Lax
JoAnn Orlinsky
Nathan Raider
Marc Feldman Memorial 
Fund
David S. Bogen &  
   Patricia Y. Ciricillo
David Mastrangelo &  
   Kathleen Lorenz  
   Mastrangelo
Charles O. Fisher 
Scholarship Fund
Miriam L. Fisher &  
   Lawrence J. Yumkas
Morton P. Fisher  
Memorial Fund
Morton P. Fisher, Jr. &  
   Ann P. Fisher
France-Merrick Foundation 
Access to Justice through 
Technology Initiative
France-Merrick  
   Foundation, Inc.
Bennett Gilbert Gaines 
Scholarship Fund
Leon D. Katz
Gallagher, Evelius & Jones, 
LLP Endowed Fund
Gallagher, Evelius &  
   Jones, LLP




Larry S. Gibson  
Fellowship Endowment 
Ellen A. Callegary &  
   Michael Karasik
Patricia L. Gatling











Everett Goldberg Memorial  
Fund for Faculty 
Enhancement
David S. Bogen &  
   Patricia Y. Ciricillo
Robert M. Goldman 
Scholarship Fund
Herbert M. Katzenberg
The William O. Goldstein 
Scholarship Fund 
Sanford D. Schreiber
Judge Ellen M. Heller 
and Shale D. Stiller, Esq. 
Scholarship Endowment
The Hon. Ellen M. Heller & 
   Shale D. Stiller
Judge Ellen M. Heller Public 
Interest Endowment
Erwin L. & Stephanie  
   Cooper Greenberg
Dr. Richard H. Heller Fund
The Hon. Ellen M. Heller &  
   Shale D. Stiller
Professor Stanley S. Herr 
Fund for Disability Rights 
and Social Justice
David S. Bogen &  
   Patricia Y. Ciricillo
Joshua Udler
Samuel and Anne Hopkins 
Scholarship Fund
Henry & Nancy Hopkins
Hu Family Fund for 




Hu Family Fund for 
Excellence in Intellectual 
Property Law Endowment
Yitai Hu
International & East Asian 
Law Fund
Institute of International  
   Relations
















David Castor &  




Larry Cooper &  





Englander Chiropractic  






















Jonathan Kramer &  
   Laurie Kramer
Aaron Kublanow
Sam Kublanow &  














Sheldon I. Oster &  
   Rochelle Oster
Jan C. Ozga &  
   Natalie Comens Ozga
Karen Parrusky
Kim Patton
Tom Perlmutter &  
   Trish Perlmutter
Chris Reif & Kelly Reif
Charles Reuland
Frank Rimalovski &  
   Ilysse Rimalovski
Maurice Robinowitz &  








Richard L. Sher &  






Andrew H. Smick &  
   Evelyn F. Smick
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Daniel Smick & Niki Smick
Abby Solomon
Richard, Ann, John & 
   James Solomon Families 
   Foundation









George F. Wittenberg &  
   Alyson Bonavoglia
Rachel A. Wohl
Jackson Lewis LLP Labor & 
Employment Fund
Jackson Lewis, LLP





Saul A. Ehrenpreis &  
   Serra J. Schlanger
Brian D. Hill
Henry & Nancy Hopkins
Donald B. Tobin
Elisabeth S. Walden
Marcus L. Wang &  
   Stephanie Cheung
Levin & Gann Scholarship 
Endowment
Levin & Gann, P.A.
Andrew D. Levy Scholarship 
Fund




Access to Justice through 
Technology: Strengthening 
the ties between Maryland 
Carey Law and the 
Community
Middendorf Foundation, Inc.
Miles & Stockbridge 
Lowell R. Bowen Fund for 
Excellence
K. Donald Proctor
Moser Ethics in Action 
Initiative Endowment
Eleanor M. Carey




Arnold M. Weiner &  
   Arleen Weiner
The Hon. Pamela J. White
M. Peter Moser Fund for 
Law, Ethics and Public 
Service
James S. Jacobs &  
   Hillary Jacobs
Morris Brown Myerowitz 
Moot Court Award Fund
David Mastrangelo &  
   Kathleen Lorenz  





Open Society Institute 
Advancing Access to 
Addiction Treatment Fund
Open Society Institute
Open Society Institute 
Baltimore Prisoner 




Hamish S. Osborne* & 
   Christine C. Osborne
Roger D. Redden  
Memorial Fund
Gretchen Redden
William Reynolds  
Endowed Fund  
William L. Reynolds, II & 
   Theodora H. Reynolds
Karen Rothenberg and 
Jeffrey Seltzer Law & 
Health Care Program 
Endowment 
Miriam L. Fisher &  
   Lawrence J. Yumkas
Karen Rothenberg &  
   Jeffrey Seltzer
Stuart M. and Suzanne B. 
Salsbury Trial Advocacy 
Fund
Stuart M. Salsbury &  
   Suzanne B. Salsbury
Ronald L. and Faith M. 
Schreiber Scholarship Fund 
Edgar L. Feingold &  
   Faith Schreiber Feingold
Martin H. Schreiber II




Michael G. Ryan &  
   Paula T. Ryan
Edgar P. Silver Scholarship
Michael K. Tracton &  
   Sara E. Benjamin
Chuck and Kitty Tatelbaum 
Scholarship Fund 
Charles “Chuck” M.  &  
   Kitty Tatelbaum
Judge Roszel Thomsen 
Prize Fund 
Berryl A. Speert
Town Creek Foundation 
Environmental Law Clinic 
Research Assistant Fund 
Town Creek Foundation
Joseph D. Tydings 
Fellowship
Sheila K. Sachs &  
   Stephen H. Sachs 
The Hon. Joseph D. Tydings
Rudy and Frances Wine 
Memorial Fund
Mark A. Graber &  
   Julia Bess Frank
Rudy and Frances Wine 
Scholarship Endowment
Mark A. Graber &  




Major Gifts to the Carey Challenge
In 2011, the W.P. Carey Foundation’s magnificent $30M was announced, and the law school 
launched the Carey Challenge. The Carey Challenge was conceived by Wm. Polk Carey 
who made an investment in our school with the hope of inspiring others to make their own 
philanthropic commitments to support the law school’s pressing priorities. As we seek to 
secure new gifts to meet the $15M Challenge, these supporters have generously participated in 
the Carey Challenge by pledging new major commitments of $25,000 or more between April 
25, 2011 (date Carey Challenge began) and June 30, 2016.
Anonymous (2)
American Bankruptcy Institute
Megan Arthur & Patrick Madden
June Auerbach
Paul D. Bekman
Donna R. & Arnold Blaustein
Estate of Elsbeth L. Bothe
Estate of Dorothy Campbell
Estate of William O. Goldstein
The Campbell Foundation
Francis J. Carey, Jr.
Howard & Deborah Chasanow
Harriet E. Cooperman
The Charles Crane Family Foundation, Inc.
Andre Davis & Jessica Strauss
DLA Piper, LLP
Christine A. Edwards
Joel D. & Ellen S. Fedder
Estate of Adelle M. Foreman
France Merrick Foundation, Inc.
Louis F. & Phyllis C. Friedman
Gallagher, Evelius & Jones, LLP
Mark A. Graber & Julia Bess Frank
Erwin L. & Stephanie Cooper Greenberg
Joseph R. Hardiman
Joel Ansell Harmatz
Ellen M. Heller & Shale D. Stiller
Henry & Nancy Hopkins
Edward F. Houff
Yitai Hu





Vincent J. Leahy, Jr.
Linowes & Blocher, LLP
David M. Lynn
Marjorie Cook Foundation, Inc.
Maryland Legal Services Corporation
Middendorf Foundation, Inc.
Miles & Stockbridge Foundation, Inc.
Elizabeth K. Moser
The Moser Family Philanthropic Fund
Norflet Progress Fund
Open Society Institute-Baltimore
Hamish S. & Christine Osborne
Law Office of Miguel Palmeiro, LLC
Eric Peltosalo
William & Helene Pittler
Mark & Joanne E. Pollak
Public Welfare Foundation, Inc.
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
Sage Policy Group, Inc.
Stuart & Suzanne Salsbury
Estate of Helen Seidman
Kerry D. Staton
Charles “Chuck” M. & Kitty Tatelbaum




Arnold M. & Arleen Weiner
Alexander D. Wilson
W.P. Carey Foundation
Jeffrey Wyand & Roxanna Wolfe 
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In Memoriam / 
Honorarium
Alumni, friends, and colleagues donate in 
memoriam or honorarium of people who 
have lovingly touched their lives. Maryland 
Carey Law is grateful to those donors who 
made gifts in memory or in honor of others 
throughout the year.
In honor of
Paul D. Bekman ’71
Arthur Buchman &  





Professor Christopher  




Professor Maxwell  
   Chibundu








Joel D. Fedder ’58
Barry L. Garber &  
   Michele Lax




Ronald P. Fish ’64
Charles Fish
In memory of
Charles O. Fisher, Sr. ’47
Miriam L. Fisher ’85 &  
   Lawrence J. Yumkas ’88
In memory of
Robert M. Goldman ’41
Herbert M. Katzenberg
In memory of
Francis Harvey &  
   Lorraine Harvey
Ronald E. Harvey ’76
In memory of
Richard H. Heller
The Hon. Ellen M. Heller ’77  





Professor Diane E. 
Hoffmann
Martin P. Wasserman ’77 & 

















David Castor &  




Larry Cooper &  
























Jonathan Kramer &  
   Laurie Kramer
Aaron Kublanow
Sam Kublanow &  














Sheldon I. Oster &  
   Rochelle Oster
Jan C. Ozga &  
   Natalie Comens Ozga
Karen Parrusky
Kim Patton
Tom Perlmutter &  
   Trish Perlmutter
Chris Reif &  
   Kelly Reif
Charles Reuland
Frank Rimalovski &  
   Ilysse Rimalovski
Maurice Robinowitz & 








Richard L. Sher &  








Andrew H. Smick &  
   Evelyn F. Smick
Daniel Smick &  
   Niki Smick
Abby Solomon
Richard, Ann, John &  
   James Solomon Families  
   Foundation
Paul Spindel &  








George F. Wittenberg &  
   Alyson Bonavoglia
Rachel A. Wohl ’88
In memory of
Carolyn Jackson
Kimberly W. Ross ’93
In honor of
Kathleen P. Kennedy ’13
Chris Kennedy &  
   Bridget Kennedy
In memory of
The Hon. Stanley M. Levy
Stephen J. Wagner
Ronna K. Jablow Mediation 
Fellowship
Ronna Jablow worked for several years in private 
practice before finding her true calling in 2004 when 
she made the transition to dispute resolution. A 
graduate of Brooklyn Law School, Jablow went on to 
become director of the Alternative Dispute Resolution 
program for the Baltimore City Circuit Court and in 
2011, began offering students from Maryland Carey Law’s Mediation Clinic the 
opportunity to observe circuit court mediations. Professor Deborah Thompson 
Eisenberg, director of the Center for Dispute Resolution at Maryland Carey 
Law and clinic instructor, built a relationship with Jablow through this work. 
When Jablow passed in the fall of 2015, her family knew they wanted to honor 
her and her commitment to mediation. Because of Jablow’s work with the 
Mediation Clinic students and Professor Eisenberg, the law school seemed like 
a natural choice to carry on her legacy.
Established in loving memory on February 10, 2016, the Ronna K. Jablow 
Mediation Fellowship will provide annual fellowship support for Maryland 
Carey Law students to work with a community mediation center, and will 
help to continue Jablow’s work in advancing the cause of alternative dispute 
resolution. “I am very excited about the fellowship. I think it brings together 
two things that were really important to Ronna,” says Professor Eisenberg, 
who will be responsible for selecting fellowship recipients. “One is the 
education of law students and second is expanding community mediation and 
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